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4. Suppose M; s j= N'. Let M0; s = r(i; try jump ')(M; s); M0 exists by
item 3. We distinguish two cases:
 If M; s 6j= Agndi' then M0 = M. Hence M0; s j= :Agndi' and thus
M; s j= hdoi(try jump ')i:Agndi '.
 If M; s j= Agndi' then M0; s = r(e; revised(0i; '))(M; s). By de nition of r(e; revised (i; ')) it follows
that Bd (i; s) = Bd (i; s) \ [ '] .
0
0
0
0
d
Then M ; s j= ' for all s 2 B (i; s) and M0; s j= Bdi ' which implies
that M; s j= hdoi (try jump ')i:Agndi '.
Since in both cases M; s j= hdoi (try jump ')i:Agndi ' we conclude that
the left-to-right implication of this item holds. The right-to-left implication is trivial.
5. Suppose M; s j= N'^Agndi '. Let M0; s = r(i; try jump ')(M; s). From
De nition 4.16 it follows that M0; s = r(e; revised (i; '))(M; s). Then
from the de nition of r(e; revised (i; ')) it follows that M0; s j= Bdi ' by
a similar argument as given above. From M; s j= Agndi ' it follows that
M; s j= Agnci '. Since execution of the revised action does not a ect
the observational belief uents it follows that M0 ; s j= Agnci ' and thus
M0; s j= Jumpedi'. Then also M; s j= hdoi(try jump ')iJumpedi'.
6. Suppose M; s j= N' ^:Agndi '. Then it follows from De nition 4.16 that
r(i; try jump ')(M; s) = M; s. But then M; s j= hdoi (try jump ')i i
M; s j= .

5.2. Proposition. For agents i; j and formulae ' 2 L0 we have:
1. j= Aj inform ('; i) $ hdoj (inform ('; i))itt
2. j= Ai try jump ' ! hdoi (try jump ')itt
3. j= Ai observe ' ! :Ai try jump '
Proof: All cases are rather straightforward by combining De nitions 4.11, 4.16
and 5.1.
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7.
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9.

Since in all three cases M; s j= hdoj (inform ('; i))iBci ' we conclude that
item 5 holds.
Assume that M; s j= Di;j ' ^ Boj ' ^ Agnoi '. By item 5 it follows that
M; s j= hdoj (inform ('; i))iBci'. Let M0; s = r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s).
By De nition 4.11 it follows that M0; s = r(e; revisec (i; '))(M; s). Since
the revisec action does not a ect observational belief uents it follows
that M0; s j= Agnoi ', and hence M0 ; s j= Heardi '. Thus M; s j=
hdoj (inform ('; i))iHeardi'.
Assume that M; s j= Di;j ' ^ Heardj ' ^ Agndi '. Let M0 be the model
such that M0 ; s = r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s). From clause 2 of De nition 4.11 it follows that M0; s = r(e; revisec (i; '))(M; s). Since M; s j=
Agndi ' and hence M; s j= :Bci:', it follows that Bc 0(i; s) = Bc(i; s) \ [ '] .
Hence M0; s j= Bci '. Since M; s j= Agndi ' implies M; s j= Agnoi ', it
follows that M; s j= Agnoi ', and since the revisec action does not affect observational belief uents it follows that M0; s j= Agnoi '. Hence
M0; s j= Heardi' and therefore M; s j= hdoj (inform ('; i))iHeardi'.
This item is straightforward from De nition 4.11: if M; s j= Di;j ' ^
Heardj ' ^ :Agndi' it follows that r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) = M; s and
hence M; s j= hdoj (inform ('; i))i i M; s j= .
Item 9 is shown by an argument similar to the one proving item 8.

4.17. Proposition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents
i and propositional formulae ', if r(i; try jump ')(M; s) 6= ; then it holds that
r(i; try jump ')(M; s) is a well-de ned Kripke model.
Proof: Again the proof of this proposition is analogous to the one given for
Proposition 4.7.


4.18. Proposition. For all propositional formulae '; , for arbitrary formulae
, and for all agents i; i0 we have:
1. try jump ' is deterministic and idempotent for all ' 2 L0
2. j= Bci ! [doi (try jump ')]Bci
3. j= N' $ hdoi (try jump ')itt
4. j= hdoi (try jump ')itt $ hdoi (try jump ')i:Agndi '
5. j= N' ^ Agndi ' ! hdoi (try jump ')iJumpedi '
6. j= N' ^ :Agndi ' ! (hdoi (try jump ')i $ )
0

0

Proof: Let M be some Kripke model with state s, let i be an agent, let ' be
some propositional formula, and let  be some arbitrary formula.
1. Determinism and idempotence follow by inspection of De nitions 4.3 and
4.16.
2. Since attempted default jumps a ect only default belief uents, the item
follows directly.
3. If M; s j= N', M0 exists such that M0; s = r(i; try jump ')(M; s): if
M; s j= :Agndi', M0 = M and else M0 exists by de nition of r for the
revised action. The reverse implication is even so obvious.
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Hence M0; s j= Boi  i M0 ; s j= Bci  and M0 ; s j= Bci  i M0 ; s j= Bdi 
which suces to conclude item 10.

4.12. Proposition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents
i; j and propositional formulae ', if r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) 6= ; then it holds
that r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) is a well-de ned Kripke model.
Proof: The proposition is proved by an argument similar to that given in the
proof of Proposition 4.7.


4.13. Proposition. For all propositional formulae '; , for arbitrary formulae
, and for all agents i; i0 and j we have:
1. inform ('; i) is deterministic and idempotent for all ' 2 L0 ; i 2 A
2. j= Boi ! [doj (inform ('; i)]Boi
3. j= Bdj ' $ hdoj (inform ('; i))itt
4. j= Bdj ' ^ :Di;j ' ! (hdoj (inform ('; i)i $ )
5. j= Di;j ' ^ Boj ' ! hdoj (inform ('; i))iBci '
6. j= Di;j ' ^ Boj ' ^ Agnoi ' ! hdoj (inform ('; i))iHeardi '
7. j= Di;j ' ^ Heardj ' ^ Agndi ' ! hdoj (inform ('; i)iHeardi '
8. j= Di;j ' ^ Heardj ' ^ :Agndi ' ! (hdoj (inform ('; i)i $ )
9. j= Di;j ' ^ Jumpedj ' ! (hdoj (inform ('; i)i $ )
Proof: Let M be some Kripke model with state s, let i; j be agents, let ' be
some propositional and let  be an arbitrary formula.
1. Determinism and idempotence are easily shown by inspection of De nitions 4.3 and 4.11.
2. This item follows since communication does a ect neither the epistemic
accessibility relation nor the set of observational belief alternatives.
3. This item is straightforward from De nition 4.11, since confirm (Bdj ')
| and thereby inform ('; i) | fails if and only if M; s 6j= Bdj '.
4. If M; s j= Bdj ' ^ :Di;j ' then by the third clause of De nition 4.11,
r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) = M; s. Hence M; s j= hdoj (inform ('; i))i i
M; s j= .
5. Assume that M; s j= Di;j ' ^ Boj '. From De nitions 4.3 and 4.11 it is
obvious that a model M0 exists such that r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) =
M0; s. Now let M0 be such a model. We distinguish three cases:
 M; s j= :Bci:'. In this case M0; s = r(e; revisec(i; '))(M; s) is
such that Bc 0 (i; s) = Bc (i; s) \ [ '] . Hence M0; s0 j= ' for all s0 2
Bc 0 (i; s) and M0; s j= Bci '. Thus M; s j= hdoj (inform (i; '))iBci '.
 M; s j= Bci:' ^ Agnoi'. Then M0; s = r(e; revisec(i; '))(M; s) is
such that Bc 0 (i; s) = Bo (i; s) \ [ '] . Hence M0; s0 j= ' for all s0 2
Bc 0 (i; s) and M0; s j= Bci '. Thus M; s j= hdoj (inform (i; '))iBci '.
 M; s j= :Agnoi'. In this case M0; s = M; s. Given the fact
that M; s j= Boj ' and that observational beliefs are veridical it
follows that M; s j= Boi ' and thus M; s j= Bci '. Hence M; s j=
hdoj (inform ('; i))iBci'.
0

0
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10.

j= Ki $ hdoi(observe ')iKi
j= hdoi(observe ')i $ hdoi(observe :')i
j= hdoi(observe ')i:Agnoi '
j= ' ! hdoi(observe ')iBoi'
j= :' ! hdoi(observe ')iBoi :'
j= ' ^ Agnki ' ! hdoi(observe ')iSawi'
j= :' ^ Agnki ' ! hdoi(observe ')iSawi:'
j= ' ^ (Heardi :' _ Jumpedi:') ! hdoi(observe ')iSawi'
j= ' ^ Bci:' ! hdoi(observe ')i((Bci $ Boi) ^ (Bdi $ Bci ))
Let M be some Kripke model with state s, let '; be propositional
0

0

Proof:

formulae, let  be an arbitrary formula, and let i; i0 be agents.
1. Realizability and determinism follow directly from Proposition 4.7. Idempotence is easily shown by inspection of De nition 4.3.
2. Since observations leave the epistemic accessibility relation in a model
intact, it follows that j= Ki ! [doi (observe ')]Ki . Due to the realizability and determinism of the observe action the box may be replaced
by a diamond and the implication by an equivalence.
3. By inspection of De nition 4.6 it is easily seen that r(i; observe ')(M; s)
and r(i; observe :')(M; s) are identical.
4. Let M0; s = r(i; observe ')(M; s); M0; s exists due to the realizability
of observe '. If M; s j= :Agnki ' then M0; s = M; s and hence M0; s j=
:Agnki ' which implies that M0; s j= :Agnoi'. If M; s j= Agnki ' ^ '
then Bo 0(i; s) = Bo (i; s) \ [ '] by de nition of r(e; reviseo '). Hence
M0; s0 j= ' for all s0 2 Bo 0(i; s) and thus M0; s j= Boi'. The case where
M; s j= Agnki ' ^ :' is completely analogous to the case where M; s j=
Agnki ' ^ '.
5. By item 4 we have that M; s j= hdoi (observe ')i(Boi ' _ Boi :'). Now
using that the truth value of propositional formulae in states of a model
is dependent of the valuation  only, we conclude from M; s j= ' that
M; s j= hdoi(observe ')iBoi'.
6. The proof of this item is completely analogous to the previous one.
7. By item 5, we have that if M; s j= ' ^ Agnki ' then it is also the case
that M; s j= hdoi (observe ')iBoi '. Since execution of the revision action
does not a ect the knowledge uents in the model, it is furthermore the
case that M; s j= Agnki ' ! hdoi (observe ')iAgnki ', which suces to
conclude that this item indeed holds.
8. The proof of this item is completely analogous to the previous one.
9. If M; s j= ' ^ (Heardi :' _ Jumpedi :') then also M; s j= ' ^ Agnki '.
From item 7 it then follows that M; s j= hdoi (observe ')iSawi '.
10. Suppose M; s j= ' ^ Bci :'. Then obviously M; s j= ' ^ Agnki '. Let
M0; s = r(i; observe ')(M; s). By de nition of r(e; reviseo(i; ')) it
follows that
 Bo0(i; s) = Bo(i; s) \ [ ']
 Bc00(i; s) = Bo0(i; s)
 Bd (i; s) = Bo0(i; s)
0

0
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{ Let (s1 ; s2) 2 Bo 0 (i) and (s2 ; s3) 2 Bo 0 (i). We distinguish three
cases:
1. (s1 ; s2) 2 Cleq([s]'B+(i) ). Then s2 2 [s]'B+(i). From (s2 ; s3) 2
Bo 0 (i) it follows that also s3 2 [s]'B+(i) . Hence (s2 ; s3) 2
Cleq ([s]'B+(i) ). By de nition of Cleq it follows that (s1 ; s3) 2
Cleq ([s]'B+(i) )  Bo 0 (i).
2. (s1 ; s2) 2 Cleq([s]'B,(i) ). This case is completely analogous to
the case where (s1 ; s2) 2 Cleq ([s]'B+(i) ).
3. (s1 ; s2) 2 Bo (i) n Cleq ([s]B (i) ). In this case (s1 ; s2) 2 Bo (i)
and (s1; s2 ) 62 Cleq ([s]B (i) ). Since Bo (i) is an equivalence relation this implies that s1 62 [s]B (i) and s2 62 [s]B (i): for if either one of them would be in [s]B (i), they would both be due
to the transitivity of Bo (i), and this contradicts (s1; s2 ) 62
Cleq ([s]B (i) ). From s2 62 [s]B (i) it follows that (s2; s3 ) 62
Cleq ([s]B (i) ), and thus (s2; s3) 2 Bo (i) n Cleq([s]B (i)). But
then (s1 ; s3) 2 Bo (i) and since s1 62 [s]B (i) it follows that
(s1 ; s3) 2 Bo (i) n Cleq([s]B (i))  Bo 0 (i).
Hence Bo 0 (i) is transitive.
Thus Bo 0(i) is re exive, symmetrical and transitive, and hence an
equivalence relation. Furthermore, Bo 0 (i)  Bo (i)  [s]R(i) = [s]R (i).
 Let s0 2 [s]R(i). We distinguish two cases:
{ If Bc 0(i; s0) is equal to Bc (i; s) \ [ '] , it follows that Bc 0 (i; s0) 6= ;.
Since Bc (i; s0)  [s]B (i), and [s]B (i) = [s]B (i) \ [ '] , it follows
that Bc 0 (i; s0)  [s]B (i) . In this case Bd 0(i; s0) is either equal
to Bd (i; s0) \ [ '] , which
would imply by a similar argument as
given above that Bd 0(i; s0) 6= ; and Bd 0 (i; s0)  B0c 0 (i; s0), or
equal to0 Bc 0 (i; s0), which would also imply that Bd (i; s0) 6= ;
and Bd (i; s0)  Bc 0 (i; s0). In both cases the resulting tuple would
indeed be a well-de ned Kripke model.
{ If Bc 0(i; s0) is equal to [s]B (i) \ [ '] = [s]B (i) , this implies that
Bc (0 i; s) \ [ '] = ;, and hence also Bd (i; s) \ [ '] = ;. In this case
Bd (i; s0) = Bc 0 (i; s0) = [s]B (i) , and hence M0 would also be a
well-de ned Kripke model.
Since it holds in both cases, we conclude that M0 is a well-de ned
Kripke model.
 M; s j= Agnki ' ^:'. This case is completely analogous to the case where
M; s j= Agnki ' ^ '.
Since in all three cases M0 is well-de ned, we conclude that the proposition
holds.
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4.8. Proposition. For all propositional formulae '; , for arbitrary formulae
, and for all agents i; i0 we have:
1. observe ' is deterministic, realizable and idempotent for all ' 2 L0
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12. If is a tautology, i.e., j= then also j= (' ! ) and furthermore by
the previous clause j= :Heardi . Then for an appropriate contingency
' the formula Heardi ' ^ :Heardi is easily satis able.
13. Assume that j= (' ! ) and M; s j= Heardi ', i.e., M; s j= Bci ' ^:Boi '.
Then also M; s j= Bci . Now if M; s 6j= Boi , then M; s j= Heardi ;
otherwise if M; s 6j= K
i it holds that M; s j= Sawi , and else M; s j=
W
Ki . Hence M; s j= Y Heard Y .
14. Suppose j= ' $ and M; s j= Heardi '. Then M; s j= Bci ' ^:Boi ' and
thus M; s j= Bci ^ :Boi . Hence M; s j= Heardi .
0



i

4.7. Proposition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents
i and propositional formulae ', r(i; observe ')(M; s) is a well-de ned Kripke
model.
Assume that M is a (well-de ned) Kripke model with state s, let i be
an agent and ' some propositional formula. It is easily seen from De nitions
4.3 and 4.6 that r(i; observe ')(M; s) yields a pair M0; s where M; s is a tuple
in shape similar to a Kripke model. We show that M0 is indeed a well-de ned
Kripke model. We distinguish three cases, corresponding to the three cases in
De nition 4.6.
 M; s j= :Agnki '. In this case M0 = M and hence M0 is well-de ned.
 M; s j= Agnki ' ^ '. In this case M0; s = r(e; reviseo (i; '))(M; s). From
De nition
4.3 it follows that M0 di ers from M only in Bo 0(i); Bc0 (i; s0)
0
d
and B (i; s0), where s0 2 [s]R(i). To check well-de nedness of M0 it suces
to consider these three aspects, which we shall do successively.
3
 By de nition of r(e; revise
('; i)) we have that Bo 0 (i) = (Bo (i) n
'
+
Cleq([s]B (i) ))[Cleq ([s]B (i) )[Cleq([s]'B,(i)). Since M; s j= ' it follows
that [s]'B+(i) = [s]B (i) \ [ '] and [s]'B,(i) = [s]B (i) \ [ :'] . We show
that Bo 0(i) is an equivalence relation by successively showing that it
is re exive, symmetrical and transitive.
{ It is obvious that (s0 ; s0) 2 Bo 0(i) for all s0 2 S . For if s0 62 [s]B (i),
(s0; s0) 2 Bo (i) n Cleq([s]B (i) ), and otherwise s0 is either in [s]'B+(i)
or in [s]'B,(i), which implies that either (s0; s0 ) 2 Cleq([s]'B+(i)) or
(s0; s0) 2 Cleq([s]'B,(i)). In either case (s0 ; s0) 2 Bo 0 (i) and hence
Bo 0 (i) is re exive.
{ Let (s1; s2) in Bo 0(i). If (s1 ; s2) is either in Cleq ([s]'B+(i) ) or in
Cleq([s]'B,(i) ) it follows by de nition of Cleq that either (s2 ; s1) 2
Cleq([s]'B+(i) ) or (s2 ; s1) 2 Cleq([s]'B,(i) ), hence (s2; s1) 2 Bo 0(i).
So assume that (s1 ; s2) 2 Bo (i) n Cleq ([s]B (i) ). Then (s1 ; s2) 2
Bo (i) and (s1 ; s2) 62 Cleq([s]B (i)). Since Bo (i) is symmetrical, it follows that (s2; s1) 2 Bo (i) and by de nition of Cleq
we have that (s2 ; s1) 62 Cleq ([s]B (i) ). Hence (s2; s1) 2 Bo (i) n
Cleq([s]B (i) )  Bo 0 (i) which suces to collude that Bo 0(i) is
symmetrical.
Proof:

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

o
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

6j= X(' ^ ) ! (X
'^X ) W
W
j= X(' ^ ) ! ( Y X Y' ^ Y X Y ) ^ (X' _ X )
j= ' 6) j= X' and even j= ' ) j= :X'
j= ' ! 6)j= X' ! X
j= ' ! )j= X' ! WY X Y
j= ' $ )j= X' $ X
0

0

0

M
M'
N
RM
RM'
RE

Proof: Since the various case are highly analogous for the di erent operators,
we restrict ourselves to proving the cases for the Heardi operator. At various
places in the proofs we use the equivalent formulations of the derived belief
operators that are proposed in Remark 3.10. Let M be some Kripke model
with state s, and let ' and be formulae.
1. Suppose M; s j= Heardi ' ^ Heardi (' ! ), i.e., M; s j= Bci ' ^:B oi ' ^
Bci(' ! ) ^ :Boi(' ! ). Then since Bci validates the K axiom, it
holds that M; s j= Bci , hence to show M; s 6j= Boi . Assume towards
a contradiction that M; s j= Boi . Then also M; s j= Boi (' ! ) since
Boi validates the K-axiom. Since this contradicts the fact that M; s j=
:Boi(' ! ), we conclude that M; s 6j= Boi . Hence M; s j= Heardi .
2. Since Bci satis es the D-axiom, it holds that M; s j= :(Bci ' ^ Bci :').
Hence also M; s j= :(Heardi ' ^ Heardi :').
3. If M; s j= Sawi ' this implies that M; s j= Boi '. Since Boi validates the
T-axiom it follows that M; s j= '.
4. This item is most easily proved as a direct consequence of the following
one. For whenever M; s j= Heardi ' it follows that M; s j= Ki Heardi '.
Hence M; s j= Boi Heardi ' and thus M; s 6j= Heardi Heardi '.
5. Assume M; s j= Heardi ', i.e., M; s j= Bci ' ^ :Boi '. By Proposition 3.8
it follows that M; s j= Ki Bci ' ^ Ki :Boi ' and since Ki satis es the Caxiom we have M; s j= Ki (Bci ' ^ :Boi ') and thus M; s j= Ki Heardi '.
6. This item is a direct consequence of the following one for the same reason
as given in item 4.
7. Assume M; s j= :Heardi '. Then M; s j= :Bci ' _ Boi '. From Proposition 3.8 it follows that M; s j= Ki :Bci ' _ Ki Boi '. This implies that
M; s j= Ki(:Bci' _ Boi ') and hence M; s j= Ki :Heardi'.
8. Assume M; s j= Heardi ' ^ Heardi . Then M; s j= Bci ' ^ :Boi ' ^
Bci ^ :Boi , and thus M; s j= Bci (' ^ ) ^ :Boi(' ^ ). Hence M; s j=
Heardi (' ^ ).
9. If is a tautology, i.e., j= , then also j= Ki . For a tautology, it is
easy to see that the formula Heardi (' ^ ) ^ Heardi ' ^ :Heardi is
satis able for some contingency '.
10. Assume M; s j= Heardi (' ^ ). Since j= (' ^ ) ! ' and j= (' ^ ) !
both hold, the rst of the conjuncts on the right-hand side follows more
or less directly from the RM' rule. For the second conjunct note that
M; s j= :Heardi' ^ :Heardi together with M; s j= Heardi(' ^ )
would imply M; s j= Boi (' ^ ) which contradicts M; s j= Heardi (' ^ ).
11. If j= ' then also j= Ki ' and hence directly j= :Sawi ' ^ :Heardi ' ^
:Jumpedi'.
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De ning Bc and Bd using belief clusters straightforwardly yields that Bci and
Bdi validate a KD45 axiomatization, corresponding to items 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6
given above (a proof of this claim can also be found elsewhere [34]).


3.8. Proposition. Let ' be an i-doxastic sequenced formula, and let Y 2
fBki ; Boi; Bci ; Bdig. Then:
 j= Y' $ '
Let ' be an i-doxastic sequenced formula X , and let M be some
Kripke model with state s. Slightly abusing notation we de ne X(i; s) to be
X(i; s) for X = Bc ; Bd and [s]X(i) for X = R; Bo. We distinguish two cases:
 X 2 fBki ; Boi; Bci; Bdig. In this case we have:
M; s j= '
, M; s j= X
, 8s0 2 X(i; s)[M; s0 j= ]
,? 8s00 2 Y(i; s)8s0 2 X(i; s00)[M; s0 j= ]
, 8s0 2 Y(i; s)[M; s0 j= X ]
, M; s j= YX
, M; s j= Y'
 X 2 f:Bki ; :Boi; :Bci; :Bdig. In this case we have:
M; s j= '
, M; s j= X
, 9s0 2 X(i; s)[M; s0 j= : ]
,? 8s00 2 Y(i; s)9s0 2 X(i; s00)[M; s0 j= : ]
, 8s00 2 Y(i; s)[M; s00 j= X ]
, M; s j= YX
, M; s j= Y'
The equivalences tagged with ? hold since for X; Y 2 fR; Bo; Bc; Bd g, Y(i; s) 6=
;, Y(i; s)  [s]R(i) and X(i; s00) = X(i; s) for all s00 2 [s]R(i). Since the two items
given above capture all possible i-doxastic sequenced formulae ' we conclude
that the proposition holds.
Proof:



be formulae. Let X be in the set Bel =
fSawi ; Heardi; Jumpedi j i 2 Ag, and let Y 2 Bel [ fKig. De ne the ordering 0 to be the re exive and transitive closure of >0 with Ki >0 Sawi >0
Heardi >0 Jumpedi. Then we have:
1. j= X' ^ X(' ! ) ! X
K
2. j= :(X' ^ X:')
D
3. j= Sawi ' ! '
T
4. 6j= X' ! XX'
4
5. j= X' ! Ki X'
4'
6. 6j= :X' ! X:X'
5
7. j= :X' ! Ki :X'
5'
8. j= (X' ^ X ) ! X(' ^ )
C

3.11. Proposition. Let ' and
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information agents which will help us overcome the information explosion and
will play an important part in life in the information age.
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A. Appendix: the proofs
3.5. Proposition. De ne the ordering > on informational operators by Bki >
Boi > Bci > Bdi, and let  be the re exive, transitive closure of >. Then for all
X; Y 2 fBki ; Boi ; Bci; Bdig, and for all formulae ' :
 X  Y )j= X' ! Y'
Let i 2 A and X; Y 2 fBki ; Boi ; Bci ; Bdi g. Since Bd (i; s)  Bc (i; s) 
[s]B (i)  [s]R(i) it follows that whenever X > Y the set of informational alternatives used to determine truth of Y is a subset of the set of informational
alternatives used to determine truth of X. Since  is re exive and transitive
it follows that the same holds whenever X  Y. Now let ' be an arbitrary
formula, and assume that X  Y. Then it holds for all models M with state s:
M; s j= X'
, ' holds at all X-informational alternatives of s
) ' holds at all Y-informational alternatives of s
, M; s j= Y'
which suces to conclude the proof of the proposition.
Proof:
o



3.6. Proposition. Let X 2 fBki ; Boi g and Y 2 fBki ; Boi ; Bci ; Bdi g. For all formulae ' we have:
1. j= Y(' ! ) ! (Y' ! Y )
K
2. j= :(Y' ^ Y:')
D
3. j= X' ! '
T
4. j= Y' ! YY'
4
5. j= :Y' ! Y:Y'
5
6. j= ' )j= Y'
N
By de nition of R and Bo being equivalence relations, Bki and Boi satisfy
an S5 axiomatization, i.e., they validate the K-axiom (item 1), the T-axiom
(item 3) | and thereby also the D-axiom (item 2) | the axioms of positive
and negative introspection (items 4 and 5), and the rule of necessitation (item
6). A proof of this claim is standard and can be found elsewhere [6, 23, 35].
Proof:
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 c(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) = c(j; confirm Bdj')(M; s)
 c(i; try jump ')(M; s) = c(i; confirm Ki (:Aiobserve ' ^ N'))(M; s)
5.2. Proposition. For agents i; j and formulae ' 2 L we have:
1. j= Aj inform ('; i) $ hdoj (inform ('; i))itt
2. j= Ai try jump ' ! hdoi (try jump ')itt
3. j= Ai observe ' ! :Ai try jump '
0

5.3. Remark. The rst two items of Proposition 5.2 state that both the inform
action and the try jump action are A-realizable [18], i.e., being able to perform these action implies having the opportunity to do so. This property is
typical for actions without circumstantial prerequisites, of which the inform
and try jump actions are typical examples. The last item formalizes the idea
that agents attempt jumps to a formula only if it is not within their capacities
to observe whether the formula holds.
When applying a de nition like 5.1 for a given agent in a state of a model,
the set of propositional formulae can be divided into four parts. One part
consists of the formulae that the agent believes in one way or another, one part
contains the formulae that the agent does not believe but of which it is able to
observe truth, another part consists of all formulae that are not believed but
jumpable for the agent, and yet another part consists of all unbelieved formulae
that the agent may somehow be informed of. In this way it can for instance
be modelled that an agent is de facto omniscient given its context. With this
is meant that although the agent does not have complete information on all
the things in its universe, given its capacities and opportunities and those of
the agents surrounding it, it is not possible to acquire any information that the
agent does not already posses.

6. Discussion
In this paper a formal framework is proposed in which various informative actions are combined, corresponding to the di erent ways in which rational agents
can acquire information. In order to solve the various con icts that could possibly occur when acquiring information from di erent sources, we propose a
classi cation of the information that an agent possesses according to credibility. Based on this classi cation, we formalize what it means for agents to have
seen or heard something, or to believe something by default. We present a formalization of observations, communication actions, and the attempted jumps
to conclusions that constitute default reasoning. To implement these informative actions we use a general belief revision action which satis es the AGM
postulates; dependent on the credibility of the incoming information this revision action acts on one or more parts of the classi ed belief set of the agents.
Through the agents' abilities it is both formalized that the capacities of agents
to acquire information are limited, and that agents prefer one kind of (credible)
information acquisition to another (less credible) one. The framework presented
in this paper might be seen as a rst step towards a formalization of intelligent
20

it is formalized that such attempted jumps are doomed to fail. Item 2 states that
the knowledge uents, the observational belief uents, and the communicational
belief uents of all agents persist under the attempted jump to a formula by one
of them. Item 4 states that default jumps that are possible always result in the
agent not being default-agnostic with regard to the formula that is jumped to.
Item 5 formalizes the idea that agents that are completely agnostic with respect
to some formula ' jump to new default beliefs by applying the try jump '
action. The last item states that attempted jumps to default conclusions yield
information for completely agnostic agents only.

5. The ability to gather information
The formalization of the abilities of intelligent information agents to execute
informative actions is determined by two di erent notions. On the one hand,
the abilities of an agent restrict its practical possibility to acquire information:
only the actions that are within the agent's capacities can be used as means
to extend its information. On the other hand, the agent's abilities steer the
way in which it acquires its information: through its abilities an agent can be
forced to acquire the most credible information possible. With respect to the
latter point, we for instance demand it to be the case that agents resort to
the use of default jumps only if they cannot acquire this information through
observations.
Since by nature observations provide the most credible source of information, the ability to observe is determined strictly by the fact that the agents'
information gathering is limited. For arti cial agents these limits are simply a
consequence of the way these agents were built. One can for instance think of a
group of robots, each equipped with its personal set of sensors: one robot can
observe whether its environment is radioactive, another whether the atmosphere
contains oxygen, but no robot can sense both. Being more or less a construction
decision, we assume that these observational capacities of robots are determined
on beforehand, i.e., with respect to the agents' abilities observations are treated
as atomic actions.
With regard to the capabilities of agents to inform other agents, we basically
follow the approach we pursued previously [31]: an agent has the ability to
inform all other agents of exactly the things it believes.
The ability to attempt to jump to a default captures two di erent aspects.
Firstly, agents are able to jump to a default only if they know it to be a default.
Secondly, the capability to jump depends on the observational capacities of
the agent in the sense that an agent is (mentally) able to attempt a jump to
a formula only if it knows that it is not able to observe whether the formula
holds. In this way it is ensured that agents resort to default jumps only if the
possibility of acquiring the information through observations is excluded.
5.1. Definition. For Kripke models M with states s, for agents i; j and formula ' 2 L0 , the function c is modi ed such that
 it is prede ned for all observe ' actions
 c(i; observe ')(M; s) = c(i; observe :')(M; s)
19

defaults are founded in common sense, and in our multi-agent architecture,
common sense is related to the knowledge and lack of knowledge of all agents.
The modality of common possibility captures this idea of defaults as determined by the (lack of) knowledge of all agents. The intuitive interpretation of
some formula ' being a common possibility is that it is considered epistemically
possible by all agents, i.e., none of the agents knows ' to be false.
4.15. Definition ([31]). For all formulae ', the formula N', for nobody knows
not ', is de ned by:
N' =def M1' ^ : : : ^ Mn '
The formalization of attempted jumps to defaults in the context of other
sources of information is based on the idea that adopting formulae by default
is the last resort: only if no other means of acquiring information are available
a jump to a default is attempted. As such, default jumps are e ective only for
agents that are completely agnostic with respect to the default that is jumped
to. If the agent is not completely agnostic, the attempted jump reduces to the
empty action skip.
4.16. Definition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents i
and propositional formulae ' we de ne:
r(i; try jump ')(M; s) =
8
if M; s 6j= N'
<;
r(e; revised (i; '))(M; s) if M; s j= N' ^ Agndi '
: M; s
otherwise
Also for this third kind of informative action, the function
correctly:

r

is de ned

4.17. Proposition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents i
and propositional formulae ', if r(i; try jump ')(M; s) 6= ; then it holds that
r(i; try jump ')(M; s) is a well-de ned Kripke model.
4.18. Proposition. For all propositional formulae '; , for arbitrary formulae
, and for all agents i; i0 we have:
1. try jump ' is deterministic and idempotent for all ' 2 L0
2. j= Bci ! [doi (try jump ')]Bci
3. j= N' $ hdoi (try jump ')itt
4. j= hdoi (try jump ')itt $ hdoi (try jump ')i:Agndi '
5. j= N' ^ Agndi ' ! hdoi (try jump ')iJumpedi '
6. j= N' ^ :Agndi ' ! (hdoi (try jump ')i $ )
0

0

4.19. Remark. The rst item of Proposition 4.18 deals with the properties
introduced in Def. 4.5. Again it is obvious that the property of realizability is
not validated since an agent may attempt to jump to a non-default, and in item 3
easily prede ne the agents' defaults in a syntactical way (see also [31]).
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

j= Bdj' $ hdoj (inform ('; i))itt
j= Bdj' ^ :Di;j ' ! (hdoj (inform ('; i)i $ )
j= Di;j ' ^ Boj' ! hdoj (inform ('; i))iBci '
j= Di;j ' ^ Boj' ^ Agnoi' ! hdoj (inform ('; i))iHeardi'
j= Di;j ' ^ Heardj ' ^ Agndi' ! hdoj (inform ('; i)iHeardi'
j= Di;j ' ^ Heardj ' ^ :Agndi ' ! (hdoj (inform ('; i)i $ )
j= Di;j ' ^ Jumpedj ' ! (hdoj (inform ('; i)i $ )

4.14. Remark. Proposition 4.13 formalizes the intuitive ideas concerning communication that we previously exposed. Item 1 deals with the properties introduced at the beginning of Section 4. Item 2 states that the observational
belief uents | and hence also the knowledge uents | of the agents persist
under execution of an inform action. Item 3 states that agents have the opportunity to inform other agents of all the formulae that they themselves believe.
Attempts to send non-beliefs are doomed to fail. Our agents are therefore not
allowed to gossip, i.e., it is not allowed for an agent to spread around rumours
that it itself does not even believe. Note that item 3 also shows that the inform
action is not realizable. Item 4 deals with the dependence relation between the
agents: if the receiving agent does not trust the sending agent, it lets the information pass without updating its beliefs (and changing anything else for that
matter). Item 5 states that if some trustworthy agent j tells another agent i
some formula that it either knows or observed, this leads to a state of a airs
in which the receiving agent believes ' at least with the credibility attached
to communicational beliefs; whenever i is a priori agnostic with regard to this
formula on the level of communicational beliefs, the receiving agent actually
learns ' (item 6). Items 7 and 8 deal with the situation of hearsay: agent j
tells i some formula that j itself has heard. In this case the beliefs of the receiving agent are updated only if the agent is agnostic on the default level with
respect to the formula. The ratio behind this validity is that agent i does not
necessarily consider the source that agent j used to acquire its belief in ' to
be reliable. It might for instance be the case that j heard ' from some agent
j 0 that is trusted by j , but not by i5 . Item 9 states that default beliefs of an
agent are not transferable: this notion of belief is that weak that no revision
takes place upon hearing one of these beliefs.

4.3. Formalizing default jumps: jumping is believing

In a previous paper [31] we proposed a dynamic formalization of default reasoning, in which agents attempt to jump to certain plausible formulae, called
defaults. A remarkable aspect of this approach is our representation of defaults as common possibilities6. The idea underlying this representation is that
5
Huang [20] proposes transitivity of the dependency relation, but in our opinion this is not
intuitively acceptable. Consider for example the case of president Reagan, a man to trust.
However, some of the things Reagan told were whispered in his ear by his wife Nancy, who
on her turn depended strongly on an astrologer for her information. And although we trust
president Reagan, it is not the case that we trust Nancy's astrologer.
6
Note, however, that our formalization of default reasoning does by no means depend on
the representation of defaults as common possibilities. If one would wish to do so, one could
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4.10. Definition. We extend De nition 2.1 as follows:
 if i; j 2 A and ' 2 L then Di;j ' 2 L
The Kripke models from De nition 2.3 and De nition 3.3 are extended with a
function D : A  A  S ! }(L). We de ne:
 M; s j= Di;j ' i ' 2 D(i; j; s)
Besides credibility of the sending agent, formalized through the Di;j operator, it is furthermore very important how the sending agent acquired its
information [4]. If the agent itself observed the truth of the formula that it is
sending, then this formula should be considered more credible than when the
agent heard the formula, or adopted it by default. The formalization that we
propose is such that whenever an agent sends its observational beliefs then this
will in general lead to an incorporation in the beliefs of the receiving agent. To
ensure that the credibility ordering within the agent's beliefs remains meaningful, i.e., to ensure that communicational beliefs are indeed more credible than
default beliefs, the source of these communicational beliefs needs to be credible.
Now whenever some agent is sending out formulae that it heard, it is in general
not possible to determine the credibility of these formulae, since one lost track
of their source. Therefore, beliefs that the sending agent itself acquired through
communication lead to a revision of the beliefs of the receiving agent only if
this agent is completely agnostic with respect to these formulae. Formulae that
the sending agent believes by default are considered to be too weak to be incorporated in the receiving agent's beliefs. Agents will therefore not react upon
being told a default belief.
4.11. Definition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents i; j
and propositional formulae ' we de ne:
r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) =
8
; s j= :Bdj '
>
>
< ;r(e; revisec(i; '))(M; s) ifif M
M; s j= Di;j ' ^ ((Boj' ^ Agnoi')_
>
(Heardj ' ^ Agndi '))
>
: M; s
otherwise
The de nition of r for the inform action also applies the revision actions
correctly:
4.12. Proposition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents
i; j and propositional formulae ', if r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) 6= ; then it holds
that r(j; inform ('; i))(M; s) is a well-de ned Kripke model.
The following proposition shows that De nition 4.11 indeed takes care of a
formalization of the intuitive ideas that we previously exposed.
4.13. Proposition. For all propositional formulae '; , for arbitrary formulae
, and for all agents i; i0 and j we have:
1. inform ('; i) is deterministic and idempotent for all ' 2 L0 ; i 2 A
2. j= Boi ! [doj (inform ('; i)]Boi
0

0
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4.9. Remark. Item 1 of Proposition 4.8 states that observations validate all
of the properties introduced in Def. 4.5. Item 2 states that the knowledge
uents | the propositional formulae known to be true | of all agents persist
under execution of an observe action by one of them. Item 3 states that the
observe ' action formalizes `observing whether '': observing whether ' is
equivalent to observing whether :'. Item 4 states that agents always have
the opportunity to make observations, and that after observing whether ',
agents are no longer observationally agnostic with respect to '. Items 5 and 6
follow by a combination of the property of truthfulness with the idea of agents
learning whether some proposition is true: if ' is true, agents learn that ',
and analogously for :'. Item 7 and 8 state that for knowledge-agnostic agents
observations actually lead to learning by seeing. Item 9 | a special case of
item 7 | is a very important one: it states that observations are the most
credible source of information. Observations overrule other beliefs acquired
through communication or adopted by default, i.e, incorrect communicational
or default beliefs are revised in favor of observational beliefs. Item 10 sheds
some more light on the way in which beliefs are revised: observing something
that contradicts communicational beliefs leads to a reset of both the latter and
the default beliefs of the agent, i.e., after such a revision all beliefs of the agent
are at least grounded in its observations. Item 10 is a consequence of the use
of All-is-Good revision, and indicates that our agents are rather rigorous in the
maintenance of their beliefs.

4.2. Formalizing communication: hearing is believing
Through communication agents can pass on some of the information that they
possess to other agents which can use this incoming information to update
their beliefs. The formalization of communication that we present here is that of
`super-cooperative', didactic agents4. These agents always have the opportunity
to pass on all of their belief to every other agent. Note that this action is in fact
not a genuinely informative one: only the agent that receives the sent formula,
and not the agent that performs the action, has the possibility to extend its
information (with respect to the sent formula). It is however possible that
the sending agent | the one who executes the inform action | does acquire
information, for instance on the beliefs of the receiving agent.
In our opinion, when modelling communication in multi-agent frameworks,
the concept of trust and dependence relations between agents deserves considerable attention. These relations are used to model whether some agent is
considered to be a credible source on a certain subject by another agent [20, 30].
In communication this notion of credibility is very important: an agent i may or
may not accept the information on ' that an agent j sends to it, depending on
i's trust in j with respect to '. We formalize the dependence relations between
agents using the dependent operator Di;j , introduced by Huang [20]. We like
to think of Di;j ' as expressing the fact that agent j is a teacher of agent i on
the subject '.
This kind of communication is among the ones we previously formalized [30]. Shoham's
agents [41] communicate in this way.
4
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4.1. Formalizing observations: seeing is believing
Through observations an agent learns whether some proposition is true of the
state in which it is residing. For arti cial agents it seems to be a reasonable
assumption to demand that observations are truthful [32]. That is, if some observation yields information that ', then it should indeed be the case that '3.
Observations form the most trustworthy way of acquiring information: utterances like `I've seen it with my own eyes' or `Seeing is believing' support this
claim. The formalization that we propose is therefore such that observations
overrule any beliefs acquired by other means, i.e., observations will in general
lead to belief revisions. The truth-value assigned to ' in the current world
determines how the (observational) beliefs of the agent are revised: if ' holds,
the agent's beliefs are revised with ', otherwise a revision with :' takes place.
Note that observations will never con ict with an agent's knowledge: since
knowledge is veridical, and observations are truthful, it is not possible that an
observation that some formula ' holds contradicts knowledge that :' holds.
4.6. Definition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents i
and propositional formulae ' we de ne:
r(i; observe ')(M; s) =
8
if M; s j= :Agnki '
< M; s
o (i; '))(M; s)
if M; s j= Agnki ' ^ '
: rr((e;e; revise
o
revise (i; :'))(M; s) if M; s j= Agnki ' ^ :'
When de nining the function r for the observe action as done in De nition 4.6 it is indeed the case that the revision actions are applied correctly.
4.7. Proposition. For all Kripke models M with state s, and for all agents
i and propositional formulae ', r(i; observe ')(M; s) is a well-de ned Kripke
model.
4.8. Proposition. For all propositional formulae '; , for arbitrary formulae
, and for all agents i; i0 we have:
1. observe ' is deterministic, realizable and idempotent for all ' 2 L0
2. j= Ki $ hdoi (observe ')iKi
3. j= hdoi (observe ')i $ hdoi (observe :')i
4. j= hdoi (observe ')i:Agnoi '
5. j= ' ! hdoi (observe ')iBoi '
6. j= :' ! hdoi (observe ')iBoi :'
7. j= ' ^ Agnki ' ! hdoi (observe ')iSawi '
8. j= :' ^ Agnki ' ! hdoi (observe ')iSawi :'
9. j= ' ^ (Heardi :' _ Jumpedi :') ! hdoi (observe ')iSawi '
10. j= ' ^ Bci :' ! hdoi (observe ')i((Bci  $ Boi ) ^ (Bdi  $ Bci ))
0

0

Note that this property does not hold for human agents: magicians make a living out of
this.
3
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 The belief revision implemented in De nition 4.3 is the so called All-

is-Good revision that we previously de ned [29]. This kind of revision
corresponds to a revision based on full meet contraction as it is de ned by
Gardenfors [11]. Full meet revision is the most rigorous way of revising
beliefs under the AGM postulates. Although this rigour of revision is in
general undesirable, for our goals it does not constitute much of a problem
(see item 10 of Proposition 4.8).
 An important observation concerning De nition 4.3 is that the function
r is in fact not well-de ned, neither for the revisem ; m = 1; 2; 3 actions
nor for the revisex ; x = d; c; o actions , i.e., it is possible that the result
from r(e; reviser (i; '))(M; s); r 2 f1; 2; 3; d; c; og does not satisfy the demands given in De nition 3.3. For the revisem ; m = 1; 2; 3 actions this
is a consequence of the fact that each of these actions works on its own
particular level, and does not take `lower' levels into account. Therefore
it is for instance possible that performing the revise2 action restricts
the set of Bc worlds to those satisfying some formula ' whilst the set
Bd still contains :' worlds, which con icts the subset ordering imposed
in De nition 3.3. In the case of the revisex; x = d; c; o actions the non
well-de nedness follows from the fact that this action could be executed
in inappropriate circumstances. For instance, performing a revisec (i; ')
action in a situation in which Boi :' holds results in the set Bc (i; s) being
empty, thereby contradicting the demand for non-emptyness given in Definition 3.3. Both problems observed above are however not that serious:
we will ensure that the revision actions behave correctly when applied
in the implementation of a high-level informative action. Nevertheless,
should one consider this de ciency to be insurmountable, one could always expand De nition 4.3 in such a way that the problem disappears
(thereby ending up with a de nition that is four or ve times the size of
De nition 4.3).

The following de nition considers some properties that are more or less
typical for informative actions.
4.5. Definition. Let  be an arbitrary formula. We distinguish the following
properties of actions :
 j= hdoi( )itt
realizability
 j= hdoi( )i $ [doi ( )]
determinism
 j= hdoi( ; )i $ hdoi( )i
idempotence
Realizability of an action implies that agents have the opportunity to perform the action regardless of the situation, determinism of an action means that
performing the action results in a unique state of a airs, and idempotence of
an action implies that sequentially performing the action an arbitrary number
of times has the same e ect as performing the action just once.
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 AchI = fobserve '; inform ('; i); try jump ' j ' 2 L ; i 2 Ag
 AclI is the smallest superset of frevisex('; i) j x 2 f1; 2; 3; d; c; og; i 2
A; ' 2 L g that is closed under sequential composition.
0

0

The class of actions Ac is extended with the class AchI .

Informally speaking, the revisex ; x = d; c; o actions that we de ne below
take care of a belief revision in the sense of the AGM postulates but stretched
over di erent levels. For example, consider the case where a revision with some
formula ' of the observational beliefs of an agent should take place. Given
the classi cation of belief as presented in Sect. 3 this implies that not only the
agent's observational beliefs, but also its communicational and default beliefs
need to be updated, i.e., the revision should a ect other kinds of the agent's
beliefs. In the following de nition, the revisek ; k = 1; 2; 3 actions take care
of a revision per level, whereas the revisex ; x = d; c; o actions force a belief
revision on all appropriate levels.
4.2. Definition. Let M = hS ; ; R; Bo; Bc ; Bd ; r; ci be some Kripke model, let
s 2 S , let S 0  S , and let ' 2 L0 .
 [s]'B+(i) =def [s]B (i) \ fs0 2 S j M; s j= ' , M; s0 j= 'g
 [s]'B,(i) =def [s]B (i) n [s]'B+(i)
 Cleq(S 0) =def S 0  S 0
o

o

o

o

o

4.3. Definition. For M = hS ; ; R; Bo; Bc; Bd ; r; ci some Kripke model with
s 2 S , i some agent, and ' some propositional formula we de ne:
 The function r is retyped to (AAc)[(fegAclI ) ! (MS ) ! }(MS ).
 r(e; revise1(i; '))(M; s) = M0; s where
M00 = hS ; ; R; Bo; Bc; Bd ; r; ci with
Bd (i0; s0) =Bd (i0; s0) if i 6= i0 or s0 62 [s]R(i)
d (i; s) \ [ '] if Bd (i; s) \ [ '] 6= ;; s0 2 [s]
R(i)
Bd (i; s0) = B
Bc (i; s) \ [ '] if Bd (i; s) \ [ '] = ;; s0 2 [s]R(i)
 r(e; revise2(i; '))(M; s) = M0; s where
M0 = hS ; ; R; Bo; Bc ; Bd; r; ci with
Bc 0 (i0; s0) = Bc (i0; s0) if i 6= i0 or s0 62 [s]R(i)
c (i; s) \ [ '] if Bc (i; s) \ [ '] 6= ;; s0 2 [s]R(i)
Bc 0 (i; s0) = B
[s]B (i) \ [ '] if Bc (i; s) \ [ '] = ;; s0 2 [s]R(i)
3
 r(e; revise (i; '))(M; s) = M0; s where
M0 = hS ; ; R; Bo ; Bc; Bd; r; ci with
Bo 0 (i0) = Bo (i0) if i0 6= i
Bo 0 (i) = (Bo (i) n Cleq([s]B (i))) [ Cleq ([s]'B+(i) ) [ Cleq ([s]'B,(i) )
 r(e; revised(i; '))(M; s) = r(e; revise1(i; '))(M; s)
 r(e; revisec(i; '))(M; s) = r(e; revise2(i; '); revise1(i; '))(M; s)
 r(e; reviseo(i; '))(M; s) = r(e; revise3(i; '); revise2(i; ');
revise1 (i; '))(M; s)
0

0

0

o

0

o

o

o

4.4. Remarks. De nition 4.3 gives rise to the following remarks.
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monotonicity' (the RM'-rule), corresponding to the idea that whenever some
proposition is believed to a certain degree, weaker propositions might already
be believed to a higher degree (the degenerate case being one where the weaker
propositions are validities that are known to the agent). Finally, all derived
belief operators are closed under equivalence of (believed) propositions. Although Barwise argues against this property (cf. [3], p. 18), it seems harmless
for arti cial agents with perfect reasoning capacities.

4. Combining informative actions
In this section we successively formalize three kinds of informative actions,
which correspond to the various ways in which agents can acquire information. The rst of these actions is the one that models the observations that
agents may make. Through performing an observe ' action an agent observes
whether ' holds in the state in which it is currently residing. The second action
corresponds to information acquisition through communication. By performing an inform ('; i) action, some agent j may inform agent i of the fact '.
The third and last action corresponds to the endogenous source of information
acquisition, viz. the reasoning by default. By performing try jump ' actions
agents may try and jump to the default conclusion '. In de ning the semantics of these `high-level' informative actions, we use a special `low-level' action
that causes the beliefs of an agent to be revised in the appropriate manner.
Intuitively, a revision is the change of belief through which some formula is |
whenever possible | consistently included in the belief set of an agent. If the
formula that is to be included is consistent with the already present beliefs of
the agent it is simply added, otherwise | in order to maintain consistency of
the agent's belief set | some of the old beliefs of the agent are deleted before
including the new formula. The revision implemented by the actions that we
present validates the (well known and by now standard) AGM postulates for
belief revision [1, 11, 12, 29]. To deal adequately with the classi cation of the
agents information, the low-level revision action is de ned to stretch over the
various information classes. To emphasize the distinction between the high and
the low-level informative actions, we introduce in addition to the set of rational
agents a constant e in our language. The intuitive reading of this constant could
either be external environment/observer, or supervisor. The idea is that this
external environment performs the low-level actions that are not available to
the agents, but that appear in the implementation of actions that are available.
As such, the low-level revision actions are not visible for the agents: when they
reason about a high-level informative action in the implementation of which
a revision action occurs, then appears as an indivisible unit to the agent.
Furthermore, the ability of agents to perform high-level informative actions is
de ned without regard to the implementation provided by the low-level revision
actions; since these latter actions are not available to the agents it is of no use
to discuss the notion of ability for these actions.
4.1. Definition. The class of high-level informative actions Achi and the class
of low-level informative actions Acli are de ned by:
11

The following proposition formalizes the behavior of the derived belief operators with respect to the axioms of modal logic as given by Chellas [6].
be formulae. Let X be in the set Bel =
fSawi ; Heardi; Jumpedi j i 2 Ag, and let Y 2 Bel [ fKig. De ne the ordering 0 to be the re exive and transitive closure of >0 with Ki >0 Sawi >0
Heardi >0 Jumpedi . Then we have:
1. j= X' ^ X(' ! ) ! X
K
2. j= :(X' ^ X:')
D
3. j= Sawi ' ! '
T
4. 6j= X' ! XX'
4
5. j= X' ! Ki X'
4'
6. 6j= :X' ! X:X'
5
7. j= :X' ! Ki :X'
5'
8. j= (X' ^ X ) ! X(' ^ )
C
9. 6j= X(' ^ ) ! (X
M
W' ^ X ) W
10. j= X(' ^ ) ! ( Y X Y' ^ Y X Y ) ^ (X' _ X )
M'
11. j= ' 6) j= X' and even j= ' ) j= :X'
N
12. j= ' ! 6)j= X' ! X
RM
W
13. j= ' ! )j= X' ! Y X Y
RM'
14. j= ' $ )j= X' $ X
RE

3.11. Proposition. Let ' and
2

0

0

0

3.12. Remark. That the K-axiom holds for all three derived belief operators
might look somewhat surprising at rst sight. However, validity of this axiom
has everything to do with the rationality of agents. Take the example of a
rational agent grounding its beliefs of both ' and ' ! in its observations.
Being the rational creature that it is, it is obvious that it in any case observationally believes . Again given the rationality of the agent it cannot attach a
higher credibility to than to ' ! : for the latter is implied by the former,
and therefore the credibility attached to it is at least the credibility attached
to . Hence both and ' ! are believed with the same strength. Beliefs
are consistent (the D-axiom), and beliefs that are grounded in observations are
furthermore veridical (the T-axiom). The rst property is highly desirable for
rational agents, the latter property is the essential characteristic of beliefs acquired through observations (cf. [3], p. 12). None of the derived belief operators
validates positive or negative introspection. However, all operators satisfy introspective properties with respect to knowledge: if an agent believes something
on the ground of its observations (communicating, default jumps) then it knows
that it does so. This is as one would intuitively expect: if an agent sees something, then it does not see that it sees it, but a rational agent knows that it sees
it. All derived belief operators distribute over conjunctions (the R-axiom), and
none of these satisfy necessitation (the N-rule). The reason for this latter fact
is that valid propositions are already known, and are therefore never grounded
in observations, communication or default jumps. The derived belief operators
are in general not monotonic (the RM-rule), but satisfy some kind of `upward
Note that  and > are the obvious modi cations of  and > to deal with the derived
informational operators.
2

0

0
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5. j= :Y' ! Y:Y'
6. j= ' )j= Y'

5
N

Although our system is a generalization of the more common systems for
knowledge and belief [17, 25], it is also the case in our system that in certain
situations multiple informational operators pre xing a formula collapse to one
operator.
3.7. Definition. A formula ' is i-doxastic sequenced if there is a formula ,
and operators X1 ; : : :; Xm 2 fBki ; Boi ; Bci ; Bdi ; :Bki ; :Boi ; :Bci ; :Bdi g and m > 0
such that ' = X1 : : : Xm .
3.8. Proposition. Let ' be an i-doxastic sequenced formula, and let Y 2
fBki ; Boi; Bci ; Bdig. Then:
 j= Y' $ '
3.9. Observation. Given the four modal operators Bki ; Boi ; Bci ; Bdi it is possible
to model nine di erent informational attitudes of a given agent with regard to
a given formula. If we de ne for x 2 fk; o; c; dg, Agnxi' =def :Bxi ' ^ :Bxi :',
representing the fact that agent i is agnostic with regard to ' on the level x,
the attitudes with respect to a formula ' are the following:
1. Bki '
`i knows ''
k
2. Bi :'
`i knows :''
3. Agnki ' ^ Boi '
`i saw ''
k
o
4. Agni ' ^ Bi :'
`i saw :''
5. Agnoi ' ^ Bci '
`i heard ''
6. Agnoi ' ^ Bci :'
`i heard :''
c
d
7. Agni ' ^ Bi '
`i believes ' by default'
8. Agnci ' ^ Bdi :'
`i believes :' by default'
9. Agndi '
`i is completely agnostic wrt ''
Given these attitudes and their intuitive interpretation, we introduce the following predicates by de nitional abbreviation:
 Sawi' =def Agnki ' ^ Boi'
 Heardi ' =def Agnoi ' ^ Bci'
 Jumpedi' =def Agnci' ^ Bdi '
In fact, the Heardi operator does not formalize hearing per se, but formalizes
believing on the basis of hearing. One cannot prevent an agent from being told
inconsistencies. However, the agent will deal with these inconsistencies in such
a way that at any given time its beliefs grounded in the things that it heard
are consistent.
3.10. Remark. Note that the de nition of Agnxi is such that Agnxi ' and
Agnxi:' are equivalent notions. Note furthermore that Sawi', Heardi ' and
Jumpedi' could equivalently | and less complex | be de ned as Boi'^:Bki ',
Bci ' ^ :Boi' and Bdi' ^ :Bci ' respectively. However, to emphasize that the
agent is genuinely ignorant at higher levels, we have chosen to include the Agnxi
operator in the de nition of the derived belief operators.
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belief cluster is situated within the knowledge cluster; this cluster contains the
communicational belief cluster, which on its turn contains the default belief
cluster. Hence the credibility of a belief is inversely proportional with the size
of the cluster on which the belief is interpreted. Note furthermore that from
the point of view of belief revision [11, 12], expansions of the various belief sets
correspond to shrinkings of the associated belief clusters and contractions of
the belief sets correspond to extensions of the clusters (cf. [29]).
3.3. Definition. The Kripke models given in De nition 2.3 are modi ed as
follows: the function B is replaced by three functions Bo : A ! }(S  S ),
Bc : AS ! }(S ) and Bd : AS ! }(S ). De ning the set [s]B (i) analogously
to [s]R(i), these functions are such that for all i 2 A, s; s0 2 S :
 Bo(i) is an equivalence relation
 Bd(i; s) 6= ;
 Bd(i; s)  Bc (i; s)  [s]B (i)  [s]R(i)
 if s0 2 [s]R(i) then [s0]B (i) = [s]B (i), Bc (i; s0) = Bc(i; s) and
Bd (i; s0) = Bd (i; s)
o

o

o

o

The tagged belief formulae are interpreted as expected:
3.4. Definition. For a Kripke model M as given in De nition 3.3 and a state
s 2 M, j= is extended as follows:
M; s j= Boi' , 8s0 2 S [(s; s0) 2 Bo (i) ) M; s0 j= ']
M; s j= Bci' , 8s0 2 Bc (i; s)[M; s0 j= ']
M; s j= Bdi' , 8s0 2 Bd (i; s)[M; s0 j= ']
When de ning knowledge and the various notions of belief as in De nition 3.4 we indeed obtain the credibility ordering we are aiming at as an ordinary material implication. According to this ordering, knowing some formula is
the strongest informational attitude, and believing it by default is the weakest
one.
3.5. Proposition. De ne the ordering > on informational operators by Bki >
Boi > Bci > Bdi, and let  be the re exive, transitive closure of >. Then for all
X; Y 2 fBki ; Boi ; Bci; Bdig, and for all formulae ' :
 X  Y )j= X' ! Y'
The various notions of belief that we introduced validate di erent axiomatizations: knowledge and observational belief satisfy an S5-axiomatization,
whereas communicational and default belief validate an KD45-axiomatization.
3.6. Proposition. Let X 2 fBki ; Boi g and Y 2 fBki ; Boi ; Bci ; Bdi g. For all formulae ' we have:
1. j= Y(' ! ) ! (Y' ! Y )
K
2. j= :(Y' ^ Y:')
D
3. j= X' ! '
T
4. j= Y' ! YY'
4
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scribe what to do in the case of con icts between new, incoming information and
old, previously acquired information. Castelfranchi [4] proposes that strategies
which resolve information con icts should take two main aspects into consideration. The rst of these could be captured by the notion of economical |
or conservative | aspects. That is, as long as there is no very good reason to
favor new beliefs over old ones, an agent should stick to its old beliefs thereby
avoiding the need for (costly) belief revisions. Having said so, the second point
that should be taken into consideration is that more credible information should
always be favored over less credible information. So, in cases where the incoming information is strictly more credible than the already present information,
a revision in favor of the new information should be performed, whereas in the
case of peer con icts economical aspects prevail, and therefore no revision takes
place.
In order to compare various items of information, some degree of credibility
should be attached to them. In particular, it is necessary to have the possibility
to determine the credibility of each of the beliefs that an agent may have in
a certain state. In order to be able to do so we propose to structure the
information that an agent possesses into four sets, one inside the other. The
innermost of these sets contains the knowledge of the agent. Knowledge can be
seen as the information that an agent is born or built with. The set directly
encompassing the knowledge set contains the observational beliefs of the agent.
These are the beliefs that an agent has on the ground of its knowledge and the
observations it has made. The third set contains the communicational beliefs
of an agent. These are the combined beliefs that it either knows or acquired
through observations and/or communication. The outermost set contains the
default beliefs. These are the beliefs for which application of a default may have
been a necessary condition. The credibility of a belief formula is determined
by the smallest belief set that it is a member of, i.e., formulae that are known
have the highest credibility whereas formulae that are believed by default have
the lowest one. In order to syntactically account for this structuring of beliefs,
we tag the belief modality as follows.
3.1. Definition. The language L as given in De nition 2.1 is extended as follows:
 if ' 2 L then Boi'; Bci'; Bdi' 2 L
The intuitive interpretation of Boi ' is that ' belongs to the observational beliefs
of agent i, Bci ' states that ' belongs to the communicational beliefs of i, and
Bdi refers to the default beliefs of agent i.
3.2. Convention. Both for reasons of practical convenience and to keep our
notation uniform, we sometimes use Bki , for known beliefs, as a general way of
writing Ki .
For the semantics of the various tagged belief operators we propose the use
of belief clusters [34], which are basically sets of worlds, that are situated within
each other. That is, the knowledge cluster is the largest one, corresponding to
the idea that knowledge is the most credible kind of belief. The observational
7

that belief is non-absurd, and that agents have positive and negative
introspection on both their knowledge and their belief. Knowledge and
belief are related to each other as in the system of Kraus & Lehmann [25].
 The notion of actions as considered in De nition 2.4 generalizes that of
state-transformers as it is typical for dynamic logic [15], and allows also
for actions that transform pairs (Model, State). The reason for this generalization lies in the fact that we also account for non-standard actions like
`to observe' [32], `to commit' [33] and `to inform' [30] in our framework,
and these non-standard actions transform models rather than states.
 With regard to the abilities of agents, the motivation for the choices made
in De nition 2.4 is the following. The de nition of c(i; confirm ') expresses that an agent is able to get con rmation for a formula ' if and only
if ' holds. Note that the de nitions of r(i; confirm ') and c(i; confirm ')
imply that in circumstances such that ' holds, agents have both the opportunity and the ability to con rm '. An agent is capable of performing
a sequential composition 1 ; 2 if and only if it is capable of performing
1 (now), and it is capable of executing
2 after it has performed
1.
An agent is capable of performing a conditional composition, if either
it is able to get con rmation for the condition and thereafter perform
the then-part, or it is able to con rm the negation of the condition and
perform the else-part afterwards. An agent is capable of performing a
repetitive composition while ' do 1 od if and only if it is able to perform the action (confirm '; 1)k ; confirm :' for some natural number
k.

3. A classi cation of information
When modelling real-life situations it will hardly ever be the case that agents
have complete information about the world and their place in it. In particular
when planning it may be necessary for agents to try and acquire additional
information from whatever source possible. Here we consider three possible
sources of information for an agent, an endogenous one and two exogenous
sources. The rst exogenous source consists of the observations that an agent
makes about the current world [32]; the second exogenous source of information
for a rational agent is communication with other agents [30]. The endogenous
source of information that we consider is the possibility to adopt assumptions
by default [31]. Other authors came up with more or less the same sources of
information for rational agents. Castelfranchi [4, 5] also considers three sources,
viz. one endogenous source comprising reasoning and introspection (due to their
perfect reasoning and introspection capacities this source is already implicitly
present in the agents that we formalize), and perception and communication
as exogenous sources. Dunin-Keplicz & Treur [9] consider exactly the same
sources of information as we do.
In any situation in which information is acquired from di erent sources, the
possibility of con icts exists. That is, it is possible that information acquired
from one source contradicts information acquired from another source. To solve
these information con icts, it is important to de ne some strategies that pre6

 B(i; s) = B(i; s0) if s0 2 [s] i
 B(i; s)  [s] i
 B(i; s) 6= ;
 r : A At ! S ! }(S ) is such that r(i; a)(s) yields the (possibly empty)
R( )

R( )

state transition in s caused by the event doi (a). This function is such
that for all atomic actions a it holds that jr(i; a)(s)j  1 for all i and s,
i.e., these events are deterministic.
 c : A  At ! S ! bool is the capability function such that c(i; a)(s)
indicates whether the agent i is capable of performing the action a in s.
2.4. Definition. Let M = hS ; ; R; B; r; ci be some Kripke model from M.
For propositional symbols, negated formulae, and disjunctions, M; s j= ' is
inductively de ned as usual. For the other clauses M; s j= ' is de ned as
follows:
M; s j= Ki'
,8s0 2 S [(s; s0) 2 R(i) ) M; s0 j= ']
M; s j= Bi'
,8s0 2 S [s0 2 B(i; s) ) M; s0 j= ']
M; s j= hdoi( )i'
,9M0; s0[M0; s0 2 r(i; )(M; s) & M0; s0 j= ']
M; s j= Ai
, c(i; )(M; s) = 1
where r and c are extended as follows:
r(i; a)(M; s)
= M; r(i; a)(s)
r(i; confirm ')(M; s)
= f(M; s)g if M; s j= ' and ; otherwise
r(i; 1; 2)(M; s)
= r(i; 2)(r(i; 1)(M; s))
r(i; if ' then 1
= r(i; 1)(M; s) if M; s j= ' and
else 2 fi)(M; s)
r(i; 2)(M; s) otherwise
r(i; while ' do 1 od)(M; s) = f(M0; s0) j 9k 2 IN9M0 ; s0 : : : 9Mk ; sk
[M0; s0 = M; s & Mk ; sk = M0 ; s0 & 8j < k
[Mj +1 ; sj +1 = r(i; confirm '; 1)(Mj ; sj )]
& M0; s0 j= :']g
where r(i; )(;)
=;
and
c(i; a)(M; s)
= c(i; a)(s)
c(i; confirm ')(M; s)
= 1 if M; s j= ' and 0 otherwise
c(i; 1; 2)(M; s)
= c(i; 1)(M; s) & c(i; 2)(r(i; 1)(M; s))
c(i; if ' then 1
= c(i; confirm '; 1)(M; s) or
else 2 fi)(M; s)
c(i; confirm :'; 2)(M; s)
c(i; while ' do 1 od)(M; s) = 1 if 9k 2 IN[c(i; (confirm '; 1)k ;
confirm :')(M; s) = 1]
and 0 otherwise
where c(i; )(;)
=1
Validity on and satis ability in the class M of models are de ned as usual.
2.5. Remarks. De nition 2.4 gives rise to the following remarks.
 When de ning the R and B functions as in De nition 2.3, we end up with
a notion of knowledge that satis es an S5 axiomatization, and a notion of
belief that satis es a KD45 axiomatization (both according to the Chellas
quali cation [6]). This means in particular that knowledge is veridical,
5

of view: a Kripke style semantics can be used to provide meaning to epistemic,
doxastic and dynamic notions.
2.1. Definition. Let a nite set A = f1; : : :; ng of agents, and some denumerable sets  of propositional symbols and At of atomic actions be given.
The language L and the class of actions Ac are de ned by mutual induction as
follows.
 L is the smallest superset of  such that
 if '; 2 L then :'; ' _ 2 L
 if i 2 A, 2 Ac and ' 2 L then Ki'; Bi'; hdoi( )i'; Ai 2 L
 Ac is the smallest superset of At such that
 if ' 2 L then confirm ' 2 Ac
 if 1 2 Ac and 2 2 Ac then 1; 2 2 Ac
 if ' 2 L and 1; 2 2 Ac then if ' then 1 else 2 fi 2 Ac
 if ' 2 L and 1 2 Ac then while ' do 1 od 2 Ac
The purely propositional fragment of L is denoted by L0 .
The constructs ^; !; $; tt; ; Mi and [doi ( )]' are de ned in the usual
way. Other constructs are introduced by de nitional abbreviation: skip is
confirm tt, if ' then 1 fi is if ' then 1 else skip fi, 0 is skip, and
n+1 is ; n .
2.2. Remark. The confirm action behaves essentially like the test actions in
dynamic logic [13, 15]. As such this action di ers substantially from tests as
they are looked upon by humans: these genuine tests are usually assumed to
contribute to the information of the agent that performs the test [32], whereas
by performing confirm ' it is just con rmed (veri ed, checked) that ' holds.
The meaning of the other actions in Ac is respectively: the atomic action,
sequential composition, conditional composition, and repetitive composition;
skip denotes the void action.
In the following de nitions it is assumed that some set bool = f0; 1g of
truth values is given.
2.3. Definition. The class M of Kripke models consists of all tuples M =
hS ; ; R; B; r; ci such that
 S is a set of possible worlds, or states.
  :   S ! bool is a total function that assigns a truth value to propositional symbols in possible worlds.
 R : A ! }(S  S ) is a function that yields the epistemic accessibility relations for a given agent. This function is such that R(i) is an equivalence
relation for all i. For reasons of practical convenience we de ne [s]R(i) to
be fs0 2 S j (s; s0) 2 R(i)g.
 B : AS ! }(S ) is a function that yields the set of doxastic alternatives
for a given agent in a given state. To model the kind of belief that we like
to model it is demanded that for all agents i and for all possible worlds s
and s0 it holds that:
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opportunities, and results; furthermore the formal de nitions of our framework
are given. Those already familiar with our basic framework can safely skip this
section. In Sect. 3 we present a classi cation by credibility of the information
of an agent. In Sect. 4 we combine three informative actions into the basic
framework. In 4.1 we formalize observations, in 4.2 communicative actions are
formalized, and in 4.3 we formalize default jumps. In Sect. 5 we de ne the
ability of agents with respect to the informative actions that we consider. In
Sect. 6 we round o .

2. Knowledge, belief, abilities, opportunities, and results
Here we restrict ourselves to informational attitudes and action aspects. At the
informational level we consider both knowledge and belief. Formalizing these
notions has been a subject of continuing research both in analytical philosophy
and in AI [14, 16]. In representing knowledge and belief we follow, both from
a syntactical and a semantic point of view, the approach common in epistemic
and doxastic logic: the formula Ki ' denotes the fact that agent i knows ', and
Bi' that agent i believes '. For the semantics we use Kripke-style possible
worlds models.
At the action level we consider results, abilities and opportunities. In de ning the result of an action, we follow ideas of Von Wright [46], in which the state
of a airs brought about by execution of the action is de ned to be its result.
An important aspect of any investigation of action is the relation that exists
between ability and opportunity. In order to successfully complete an action,
both the opportunity and the ability to perform the action are necessary. Although these notions are interconnected, they are surely not identical [24]: the
ability of agents comprises mental and physical powers, moral capacities, and
human and physical possibility, whereas the opportunity to perform actions is
best described by the notion of circumstantial possibility. A nice example that
illustrates the di erence between ability and opportunity is that of a lion in a
zoo [10]: although the lion will (ideally) never have the opportunity to eat a
zebra, it certainly has the ability to do so. We propose that in order to make
our formalization of rational agents, like for instance robots, as accurate and
realistic as possible, abilities and opportunities need also be distinguished in AI
environments. The abilities of the agents are formalized via the Ai operator;
the formula Ai denotes the fact that agent i has the ability to do . When
using the de nitions of opportunities and results as given above, the framework
of (propositional) dynamic logic provides an excellent means to formalize these
notions. Using events doi ( ) to refer to the performance of the action by the
agent i, we consider the formulae hdoi ( )i' and [doi ( )]'. In our deterministic
framework, hdoi ( )i' is the stronger of these formulae; it represents the fact
that the agent i has the opportunity to do and that doing results in '
being true. The formula [doi ( )]' is noncommittal about the opportunity of
the agent to do but states that should the opportunity arise, only states of
a airs satisfying ' would result. Besides the possibility to formalize both opportunities and results when using dynamic logic, another advantage lies in the
compatibility of epistemic, doxastic and dynamic logic from a semantic point
3

on agent-oriented programming [41, 43], the Belief-Desire-Intention architecture [38, 39, 40], logics for the speci cation and veri cation of multi-agent systems [44, 45], logics for agents with bounded rationality [21, 22], and cognitive
robotics [26, 27].
In our research [18, 19, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] we de ned a theorist logic for
rational agents, i.e., a logic that is used to specify, and to reason about, (various
aspects of) the behavior of rational agents. We consider both informational
and motivational attitudes, and furthermore pay attention to various aspects
of actions. In the basic architecture the knowledge, belief and abilities of agents,
as well as the opportunities for and the results of their actions are formalized.
In this framework it can, for instance, be modelled that an agent knows that
some action is correct to achieve some state of a airs since it knows that performing the action will lead to this state, and that it knows that an action is
feasible in the sense that the agent knows of its ability to perform the action.
In subsequent research we extended our framework with nondeterministic actions [19], epistemic tests [32], communicative actions [30], actions that model
default reasoning [31], actions that model belief revision [29], and a formalization of motivational attitudes [33]. Dunin-Keplicz & Radzikowska [8] use our
framework to reason about typical, as opposed to certain, e ects of actions.
The main contribution of this paper is a deeper investigation into informative actions, which correspond to the various ways in which agents can acquire
information. We propose a formalization of three di erent informative actions,
viz. observations (these are basically the aforementioned epistemic tests), actions modelling communication, and actions that model the jumping to conclusions which is typical for default reasoning. We are in particular interested in
the various ways in which these di erent informative actions may interact, and
how possible con icts that may result from this interaction, can be solved. In
order to resolve these possible information con icts, we propose a classi cation
of the information that an agent possesses according to credibility. Based on
this classi cation, we formalize what it means for agents to have seen or heard
something, or to believe something by default. Using the various informational
attitudes that we thus introduced, we de ne the aforementioned informative
actions. In the de nitions of these actions an important part is played by a
general belief revision action which satis es the AGM postulates. The ability
of agents to perform the three informative actions deals both with the limited
capacities of agents to gather information and the preference of one (credible)
source of information over another (less credible) one. The various de nitions
result in a framework in which agents can acquire information from various
sources, solve con icts between various information items, and attach degrees
of credibility to their beliefs dependent on the way these beliefs were acquired.
As such, the framework presented in this paper could be seen as an attempt to
formalize the behavior of intelligent information agents [2, 28] which will help
us sift our way through the information age.

Organization of the paper The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In Sect. 2 we (re)introduce some of our ideas on knowledge, belief, abilities,
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Abstract

In this paper a formal framework is proposed in which various informative
actions are combined, corresponding to the di erent ways in which rational
agents can acquire information. In order to solve the various con icts that
could possibly occur when acquiring information from di erent sources,
we propose a classi cation of the information that an agent possesses according to credibility. Based on this classi cation, we formalize what it
means for agents to have seen or heard something, or to believe something
by default. We present a formalization of observations, communication
actions, and the attempted jumps to conclusions that constitutes default
reasoning. To implement these informative actions we use a general belief revision action which satis es the AGM postulates; dependent on the
credibility of the incoming information this revision action acts on one
or more parts of the classi ed belief sets of the agents. The abilities of
agents formalize both the limited capacities of agents to acquire information, and the preference of one kind of information acquisition to another.
The framework presented in this paper might be seen as an attempt to formalize the behavior of intelligent information agents which will facilitate
life in the information age.
Content Areas: Formalizing Rational Agents, Belief Revision,
Reasoning about Action, Knowledge Representation.

1. Introduction
The formalization of rational agents is a topic of continuing interest in Arti cial Intelligence. Research on this subject has held the limelight ever since the
pioneering work of Moore [36, 37] in which knowledge and actions are considered. Over the years important contributions have been made on both informational aspects like knowledge and belief [14, 35], and motivational1 aspects
like commitments and obligations [7]. Recent developments include the work
1

The notions informational and motivational are both due to Shoham & Cousins [42].
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